
CSE 373 – Analysis of Algorithms Midterm Exam
Piyush Kumar Oct 20th, 2003

Name: ID #:

INSTRUCTIONS:

• This is a closed book, closed notes exam.

• You may use either pen or pencil.

• Check to see that you have 10 pages including this cover and scratch pages.

• Look over all the problems before starting work.

• Think before you write.

• Good luck!!

Academic integrity is expected of all students at all times, whether in the presence or
absence of members of the faculty.

Understanding this, I declare that I shall not give, use, or receive unauthorized aid in
this examination. I have been warned that if I am caught cheating (either receiving or
giving unauthorized aid) I will get a “Q” grade for this course, and a letter will be sent to
the Committee on Academic Standing and Appeals (CASA) requesting that an academic
dishonesty notation be placed on my transcript. Further action against me may also be
taken.

Signature:
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1 15

2 10
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4 20

5 15

6 24

Total 100
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Problem 1. (15) True or false? To get credit you must justify your answer. There
is no credit for answers without correct justification.

(a) T F f(n) = O(g(n)) iff 2f(n) = O(2g(n)).

(b) T F 2log(n) = Ω(nc), for constant c > 1 (not depending on n).

(c) T F Two n × n matrices can be multiplied in O(n2.9999) time.

(d) T F log(n) = Θ(nlog log n/ log n).

(e) T F Given a set of n points in the plane, one can determine
the closest pair in O(n logn) time. (If you say true, write the recurrence.)
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Problem 2. (10)
Suppose that we have an array A[1 . . . n] of unsorted real numbers . Elements may be
replicated.

(a) Our objective is to find the element that appears most frequently in the array. How
long does your algorithm take to run?

(b)What is the main idea in a few words.
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Problem 3. (16)

(a) What is the best case number of comparisons for the given comparison tree?

(b) What is the worst case number of comparisons?

(c) What is the expected number of comparisons needed for this comparison tree given
that all leaves are equally likely ( Dont worry if you get a fraction, note that average
number of comparisons = expected number of comparisons in this case )?

(d) T F Can you sort 5 elements with 7 comparisons using a comparison based
sorting algorithm? (Justify your answer)
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Problem 4. (20)
(a) Suppose T is a multi-way search tree such that each internal node has at least three and
at most five children. For what values of a and b is T a valid (a, b)-tree?

(b) Describe in detail how would you insert an item in an (a, b)-tree? What main operations
do you require, show them using a picture.
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Problem 5. (15)
Write the letter associated with the correct solution for each of the problems. To get credit
you must justify your answer!
Note: A letter may appear multiple times or not at all.

T (n) = T (n/2) + n, T (3) = T (2) = T (1) = 1.

T (n) = 3T (n/3) + 1, T (2) = T (1) = 1.

T (n) = T (n − 1) + n, T (1) = 1.

Possible Solutions :

a) Θ(log log n)

b) Θ(log n)

c) Θ(
√

n)

d) Θ(n)

e) Θ(n log log n)

f) Θ(n log n)

g) Θ(n log3 n)

h) Θ(n2)

i) Θ(n3)

j) Θ(n3 log n)

k) none of the above
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Problem 6. (24)
In this problem we are going to consider the subproblem graph for ordered matrix multipli-
cation. Let A1, A2, A3 be matrices of dimensions d0 × d1, d1 × d2, d2 × d3 respectively.

(a) T F For the above graph, is 3, 6, 5, 2, 4, 1 a depth first search traversal of the
subproblem graph?

(b) T F For the above graph, is 3, 6, 2, 5, 4, 1 a depth first search traversal of the
subproblem graph?

(c) Give two traversals of the sub problem graph for calculating the order for multiplying
A1, A2, A3 such that a dynamic programming algorithm can use the traversal to calculate
its subproblems. For instance a dynamic programming algorithm can use the traversal,
3, 6, 5, 2, 4, 1 (This is the traversal we used in the iterative version of the DP for the solution
to this problem. You need to give two other traversals excluding this traversal.)
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(d) Fill in the transitive closure of the adjacency matrix representation of the subproblem
graph given.





















0 1 1 1 1 1
0 0 1 0 0 1

0
0

0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0





















(e) Let us suppose now that you have n matrices (The figure shows you the subproblem
graph for n = 3). How fast can you compute the transitive closure of the subproblem graph
for this problem? Give your solution in Order notation.

(f) What problem in class did we do that is close to the problem of computing the transitive
closure of a graph?
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Problem 1. (10)Write the letter assoiated with the orret solution for eah of the prob-lems. To get redit you must justify your answer!Note: A letter may appear multiple times or not at all.T (n) = 2T (n=2) + logn; T (1) = 1.T (n) = T (n=2) + n; T (1) = 1.Possible Solutions :a) �(log log logn)b) �(log logn)) �(logn)d) �(log2 n)e) �(log3 n)f) �(pn)g) �(n)h) �(n log logn)i) �(n logn)j) �(n log2 n)k) �(n2)l) �(n3)m) �(n3 logn)n) 
(1:1n)o) none of the above
2



Problem 2.(8)In the following problems you should �ll in the asymptoti omplexities of the operations ofthe data strutures or algorithms.(1) In the UNION-FIND data struture:Cost of FIND in array-based struture: .Cost of FIND in tree-based struture: .Cost of FIND with path ompression: .(2) In the BALANCED SEARCH TREE data struture:insert(x) , searh(x)print out all elements in sorted order .(3) In the SKIP LIST data struture:insert(x) , searh(x)print out all elements in sorted order .(4) In the HASH TABLE data struture:insert(x) , searh(x)print out all elements in sorted order .(5) In the adjaeny matrix representation of a graph G(V;E), where V is the set of nodesand E is the set of edges:BFS on G , DFS on G (x)(6) In the adjaeny list representation of a graph G(V;E), where V is the set of nodesand E is the set of edges:BFS on G , DFS on G (x)
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Problem 3.(8)Suppose that the edge weights of a graph G(V;E) are p1;p2;p3; : : : ;pn, where n = jEj.How many Minimum Spanning Trees are there? Prove your answer is orret.

Problem 4. (25)Provide a onvining explanation or a ounter example. Cirle the orret answer. In thisquestion, as in all the remaining questions, you must show your work to get redit.(a) Whih of these hanges when we add a onstant to eah edge?1. shortest path hanges stays the same
2. minimum spanning tree hanges stays the same
3. traveling salesman tour hanges stays the same
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(b) Whih of these hanges when we multiply eah edge by a onstant?1. shortest path hanges stays the same
2. minimum spanning tree hanges stays the same
3. traveling salesman tour hanges stays the same
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Problem 5. (8)In the bottlenek spanning tree problem we de�ne the ost of a spanning tree to be the weightof the heaviest edge. We want to �nd the spanning tree of a graph G with the minimumost. That is, we want to minimize maxe2Efweight(e)g. We all suh a spanning tree aBottlenek Spanning Tree.(a) Draw a Bottlenek Spanning Tree on the graph below:
12

10 8

6

52

14

73

(b) T F A Minimum Spanning Tree is a Bottlenek Spanning Tree.Prove or provide a ounter example.

() T F A Bottlenek Spanning Tree is a Minimum Spanning Tree.Prove or provide a ounter example.
6



(d) Provide a SIMPLE polynomial-time algorithm to �nd a Bottlenek Spanning Tree. (Justone sentene please!!)

(e) Given a graph G(V;E) and a positive integerK, Provide an algorithm to �nd out whetherG has a spanning tree with ost less or equal to K in O(jV j+ jEj) time.
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Problem 6. (10)(a) Design a data struture implementating the following 4 operations:(1) Print out all emlements in the data struture in order (O(n) time).(2) Insert an element (O(logn) time).(3) Delete an element (O(logn) time).(4) Return the max element ever inserted (even if it was subsequently deleted) (O(1)time).

(b) Suppose you are going to design a data struture to maintain reords of employees inyour ompany. Eah employee reord has two �elds: name, salary. You need to design adata struture implementating the following operations: For simpliity, you an assume allnames are dinstint and all salaries are distint.(1) Print out all employee reords ordered by their names (O(n) time).(2) Hire(n; s): insert a new employee with name n and salary s (O(logn)time).(3) Fire(n): Delete an employee with name n (O(logn)time).(4) Salary(n): return the salary of employee with name n (O(logn)time).(5) TopDog: Return the employee urrently being hired with the highest salary. (O(1)time).What two data strutures from lass are used to solve the problem?

Draw a piture of your data struture and explain your idea.
8



Problem 7.(10)In lass, we studied the union-find data struture. Now we will onsider a related datastruture alled the split-union-find data struture. In split-union-find we are givena universe of integers f1; 2; : : : ; ng. Our goal, is to maintain disjoint sets. However, herethe sets must onsist of ontiguous integers. Eah set S has a representative, whih is thesmallest element in S. Thus, at all times, if find(i) =find(k), then for all j suh thati � j � k, find(i) = find(j) = find(k):As an example, we might have a universe f1; 2; : : : ; 8g, and have sets1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 :In this example, find(5) = find(6) = find(7) = 5:We are interested in performing the following operations:find(k). Returns the smallest element in the set S ontaining k (the representative).split(k). Given a element k, we split the set S ontaining k into two piees. The �rstpiee ontains all the elements in S that are � k. The seond piee ontains all theelements in S that are > k.union(k). Merge the set ontaining k, with the next largest set (on the right on the numberline).Thus, in the example, if we perform split(2), we obtain,1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 :If we next perform union(4), we obtain1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 :(A) For the best implementation that you an �nd of this data struture, what is the ostof the following operations?FIND: . SPLIT: . UNION: .
(B) What is the basi idea behind your data struture in part (A)? (Only one sentene!)
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Problem 8.(10)Reall the Minimum Spanning Tree approximation to the Traveling Salesman Problem. Forthis problem suppose that you have a graph G that does NOT obey the triangle inequality.(a) Is the minimum spanning tree of G still a lower bound on the optimal traveling salesmantour? Why or why not?

(b) Suppose that you want to �nd a tour that visits eah vertex of G at least one. Devisea 2 �OPT approximation algorithm that uses the minumum spanning tree.

() Now suppose that you want to �nd a tour that visits eah vertex of G one. Can youstill use your algorithm from (b)? Why or why not?
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Problem 9.(10)Suppose we have a set of jobs to be sheduled on p proessors. Eah job takes one operationon one proessor to �nish. The dependeny graph of the jobs forms a balaned binary treeof height h.(a) What is the order of the amount of total work?(By "total work" I mean the number of operations.)

(b) What is the order of the length of the ritial path?

() What strategy should be used for sheduling on p proessors?

(d) How long is the shedule?
11



Problem 9.(10)You are designing a web server for google. Eah request to the web server is a string. Someof these requests have already been made reently and the web server response is still inmain memory. Other responses are on disk.You need to write a program to determine whih requests are stored in main memory andwhih are on disk as fast as possible.What is the main idea? What data struture will solve to problem?

Please provide a few details.
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Problem 9.(10)We are trying to organize a olletion of N books by similarity. We want to plae the bookson a bookshelf so that any pair of books next to eah other on the shelf are as similar aspossible. For eah pair of books (i; j), the measure of their di�erene is already determined,eg, is some know quantity dij.We want to order the books on the shelf to minimize the sum of the di�erenes of allneighbors, that is, Xbooki;jare neighbors on shelf dij:(1) What problem in CS models this situation?

(2) Is the problem NP-hard or polynomial time?
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